
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Information & Guidance 

September 2020 

Covid-19 



 

 

Introduction 

 

Firstly, welcome back to college to all of our learners.  Although we 

were able to keep in contact with you over the lockdown period via 

telephone calls and google classroom, it is great to be able to have 

you all back in college. 

Due to the Covid-19 outbreak, schools and colleges are having to put 

in place a number of measures to help reduce the transmission of 

the virus from person to person and keep everyone as safe as 

possible. 

This guidance has been produced to help you understand the 

measures we have put in place at Fir Tree CIC.  Every school and 

college is different in terms of buildings, size, students etc and they 

all face their own challenges in trying to keep everyone safe – this 

guidance contains important information on some of the new 

procedures that have been put in place at Fir Tree CIC. 

 

It is really important that these procedures are 

understood and followed every day and that 

the threat of Covid-19 is taken seriously. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Health and Safety protocols at Fir Tree CIC 

 

1. Travel 

Fir Tree CIC transport will be operating but with some new procedures that 

everyone who is using the transport will need to follow.  Any learner who is 

using Fir Tree CIC transport must: 

 Wait to board the transport in an orderly fashion, maintaining social 

distancing whilst waiting and boarding. 

 Sanitise your hands prior to boarding the transport. 

 Sit on the seat designated to you.  You must NOT swap seats unless 

directed to do so by a member of staff. 

 Sanitise your hands on leaving the transport. 

 Wear a face covering whilst on the bus.  Any learner who has an 

exemption card should speak to the escort on the transport to inform 

them. 

 

Fir Tree CIC staff will carry out 

enhanced cleaning of the transport.  

 

2. Social distancing 

Social distancing of at least 1 metre should be maintained whenever possible 

at college.  Try to keep your distance from others both during lesson times and 

at break and lunchtime.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Handwashing and Hand Sanitising 

Regular hand washing and hand sanitising is vital.  We have installed extra 

hand wash basins and hand sanitiser dispensers outside of every classroom. 

Staff will prompt and remind all learners to wash or sanitise their hands.  

 All learners must wash or sanitise their hands: 

 Before boarding Fir Tree CIC transport 

 On arrival at college 

 Before entering any room 

 On leaving classrooms 

 After each visit to the toilet 

 Before eating  

 

 

4. Face masks 

Face masks are required when you are using public transport and when 

travelling on Fir Tree CIC transport. 

You do NOT need to wear a face mask in 

lessons or when outside. 

Staff will usually not wear face masks in lessons 

unless they are in close contact with you to 

help you with your work. 

Keep your face mask somewhere safe.  The 

best place is to store your face mask in a sealed 

bag when you are not using it but you can also 

keep it somewhere safe such as your coat 

pocket or in a section of your bag.   

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

5. Learning bubbles 

Current Government guidance asks schools and colleges to keep students in 

learning bubbles wherever possible.  Each schools and college will develop 

learning bubbles slightly differently.  At Fir Tree CIC we 

have 3 distinct learning bubbles for Monday and 

Tuesday – these are Fir, Pine and Spruce.  On Monday 

and Tuesday you will study all lessons in your group 

and will NOT mix in lessons with any other group.  You 

will also need to remain in the classroom allocated to 

your group to eat lunch to avoid mixing unnecessarily 

with students from other groups.  

All students have been allocated either Thursday or Friday to attend for their 

work experience.  Again, these are designated learning bubbles and you will 

remain with this group for your work experience. 

 

6. Timings of the day/timetables 

Each student has been provided with their own individual timetable. 

In order to comply with Government 

guidance, we have taken the decision to 

lengthen the college day on Monday and 

Tuesday which allows all students to receive 

support in class whilst maintaining learning 

bubbles.  Lessons will now end at 4.00pm on 

Monday and Tuesday and 3.00pm on 

Thursday/Friday. 

 

 

 

 

 



7. Movement in and around college 

At Fir Tree CIC, we are fortunate to have plenty of outdoor space and we are 

not required to pass in corridors or confined spaces.  However, there are some 

general rules for movement in and around college: 

 No physical contact 

 Try to keep 1 metre distance between you and other students in your 

group 

 Avoid touching any surfaces or doors that you do not need to touch 

 Try to keep a 2 metre distance between you and students who are not in 

your group – they are in a different bubble. 

 When you arrive at your classroom, wait in an orderly 

manner and maintain social distance whilst waiting for 

your tutor to allow permission into the classroom.  

Remember that this may take slightly longer than usual 

if the tutor is cleaning the desks ready for your use.  

 

8. Toilets 

The toilet will be open for use as usual but with an 

enhanced cleaning regime. 

Use good hygiene when using the toilet – make 

sure you flush the toilet after you have used it, 

wash your hands thoroughly using the 20 second 

rule and leave the toilet as you would wish to find 

it.  

If you need to queue to use the toilet, make sure 

that you are following the social distancing rules when queueing. 

 

 

 

 

 



9. Lessons and classrooms 

Your tutors have carefully considered the classrooms and the best ways to 

keep you safe while you are learning.  You will notice that the classrooms are 

set up differently – this is to allow as much social distancing as possible and to 

reduce the risks of the virus being spread. 

There are a number of things you must do.  You must: 

 Follow your tutors instructions as you arrive at the classroom.  You may 

have to wait outside the classroom until the tutor allows you to enter. 

 Sanitise your hands as you enter the 

classroom 

 Sit in the seat allocated to you by your 

tutor. Do NOT swap seats unless 

directed to do so by your tutor. 

 Face forwards and try to avoid turning 

around.  This will help to avoid any 

coughs or sneezes from behind you 

coming into contact with your face.  

 Avoid touching any surfaces or objects if it is not necessary. 

 If you are sat next to another learner, do NOT touch them 

or their belongings. 

 Sanitise your hands as you leave the room. 

Your tutors will remain at the front of the classroom as much 

as possible.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

10. Remote learning 

Following lockdown and restrictions put in place by the Government, the 

spread of covid-19 has been controlled.  However, as we return to a new 

‘normal’, there may be an increase in infections, either local or nationally 

which may mean there may be times when you will have to complete your 

college work from home.  We hope that this will not happen, but if it does we 

have preparations in place to make sure that you can continue with your 

learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


